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Turkish & Kurdish Community Centre (Day-Mer) announced that they will organize the annual culture and art

festival, which will be held online for the second year in a row due to the pandemic.

The festival which traditionally organises in Clissold Park attracting tens of thousands of community members

as well as a the local community.

In a statement, Day-Mer said  “This year, our traditional culture and art festival is taking place under pandemic

conditions. The Covid pandemic, which affected the whole world, negatively affected all areas of life, as well as

cultural and artistic activities. Due to the restrictions imposed on people coming together physically due to the

epidemic, online activities have become a part of our lives, even if we don’t want it. Unfortunately, we had to

hold our 32nd Culture and Art Festival, which we were preparing for, mostly online this year due to the

extension of the restrictions.

Adding that “As witnessed by Turkish, Kurdish and Cypriot migrant workers living in London, Day-Mer’s waiting

is not passive but active. Day-Mer, whose name is the abbreviation of Solidarity Center, has been in solidarity

efforts throughout the pandemic. We have mobilized all our resources for the segments most affected by the

pandemic, and we continue to do so. We will continue to expand this solidarity throughout all the activities we

organize as part of the 32nd Culture and Art Festival.

“Until we meet again at Clissold Park, where we host countless artists from Turkey, Europe and England, we

invite you to raise our voices and share our calls so that our voice and calls reach more people. Hoping to meet

at festival events…”

The festival will be held on July 4th  starting from 8.30 am till 8 pm, with artists joining to perform live online as

many more topics will be covered, to joining in and watch the festival you can following the Day-Mer Facebook

page which will be broadcasting the celebration.

Henüz yorum yapılmamış. İlk yorumu yukarıdaki form aracılığıyla siz yapabilirsiniz.

The UK will host next year’s
Eurovision Song Contest
The Eurovision Song Contest will take
place in the UK next year, it has been
confirmed. The show’s organisers
decided the event could not be held in
the winning country, Ukraine, due to the
ongoing war following Russia’s invasion.
The EBU have said the host venue
should accommodate about 10,000...
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Drivers warned more Channel
traffic delays expected
People hoping to cross the Channel to
France this weekend are being warned it
will be very busy again, after three days
of queues and delays. And that pattern
could continue with drivers warned by
the AA they could face a summer of
repeat delays. Vehicles are flowing freely
on...
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Two fatal shootings within 24 hours
in London
Two men have died in separate
shootings in London within the space of
24 hours, police have confirmed. A man
in his 20s was shot on High Road, Wood
Green, at about 9.30 pm on Sunday and
died at the scene. He has not yet been
named. The death follows...
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UN: Grain deal is a beacon of hope
The deal signed by Russia, Ukraine, the
UN and Turkey is a “beacon of hope” in
the war, the UN’s Secretary General
Antonio Guterres said. The deal, which
representatives from all parties have just
signed in Istanbul, means Russia agrees
to a truce to allow grain exports. It’s
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Musician Cenk Sanlioglu released
his single “Hummingbird”
Musician Cenk Sanlioglu released his
single “Hummingbird” in which he uses a
modified baritone guitar. The guitar used
in the instrumental piece “Hummingbird”
is a baritone guitar, but since Şanlıoğlu
has modified the guitar, the audience
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‘No amount of alcohol healthy for
under-40s’
NO amount of alcohol is healthy if you
are younger than 40, mostly due to
alcohol-related deaths by auto accidents,
injury and homicide, according to a new
global study. If you are 40 or older
without underlying health conditions,
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The Day-Mer Festival will be held online once again
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Joseph on Düğün öncesi tatile çıkan
Demet Özdemir ve Oğuzhan Koç çifti
birbirini öpücüklere boğdu

Ali Cuneyt Genc on KKTC’de bedelli
askerlik için bin sterlinlik ücret yılsonu
artacak

Oğuzhan Özen on Heykeli önce
tekmeledi, ardından benzin döküp yaktı

Turgut on UK Turkish Cypriots spoke on
reforms for paid military service in TRNC

İsmail on Mutfakta garsonla cinsel ilişkiye
girip, ellerini yıkamadan yemek hazırlayan
kadın şef kovuldu
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